Whisker plucking alters responses of rat trigeminal ganglion neurons.
Whisker plucking in developing and adult rats provides a convenient method of temporarily altering tactile input for the purposes of studying experience-dependent plasticity in the somatosensory cortex. Yet, a comprehensive examination of the effect of whisker plucking on the response properties of whisker follicle-innervating trigeminal ganglion (NVg) neurons is lacking. We used extracellular single unit recordings to examine responses of NVg neurons to controlled whisker stimuli in three groups of animals: (1) rats whose whiskers were plucked from birth for 21 days; (2) rats whose whiskers were plucked once at 21 days of age; and (3) control animals. After at least 3 weeks of whisker re-growth, NVg neurons in plucked rats displayed normal, single whisker receptive fields and could be characterized as slowly (SA) or rapidly adapting (RA). The proportion of SA and RA neurons was unaffected by whisker plucking. Both SA and RA NVg neurons in plucked rats displayed normal response latencies and angular tuning but abnormally large responses to whisker movement onsets and offsets. SA neurons were affected to a greater extent than RA neurons. The effect of whisker plucking was more pronounced in animals whose whiskers were plucked repeatedly during development than in rats whose whiskers were plucked once. Individual neurons in plucked animals displayed abnormal periods of prolonged rhythmic firing following deflection onsets and aberrant bursts of activity during the plateau phase of the stimulus. These results indicate that whisker plucking exerts a long-term effect on responses of trigeminal ganglion neurons to peripheral stimulation.